Unifying data to
showcase
quality & inform
decisions.

How a longstanding construction firm uses StructionSite to
showcase quality in the digital age.

At Bulley & Andrews, a Chicago-based construction firm founded in 1891, quality
has long been a part of the framework of their organization. With the recent spike
in adoption of technology in construction, it became clear that the data being
collected needed to be organized in a way that can provide visibility into project
progress, proof of quality, and inform future decision making.

“A lot of what we did was contained in another software, so
we had limited access. There was very little collaboration.”
Dana Erdman | Director of Technology and Innovation

Adapting to the the digitization of construction
Technology has transformed the
construction process. Everyone from
owners to subcontractors now expect
digital documentation of projects every
step of the way. For Bulley & Andrews,
this meant using one primary software,
supplemented by an estimated dozen
others, in order to accurately capture,
annotate, update and share jobsite
pictures.
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This disorganized tech workflow made it
difficult to showcase quality of work. In
some cases, project pictures were stored in
folders, and in the best-case scenario, each
was dated accurately so the necessary
parties could manually flip through them.
Whether they were using software solutions
or manually tracking project progress,
Bulley & Andrews employees thought the
process was painful.

Unlocking proof of quality with 360° views
Things changed for Bulley & Andrews when they adopted StructionSite. Virtually
overnight, they had an easy-to-use, comprehensive solution that streamlined the
documentation process of each jobsite. And, they were able to use it right away. Not
only does StructionSite provide a tool to easily capture 360° walk through views of
their projects, but it also helps them put that documentation to work with:

» Streamlined communication
» Easy image annotation
» Progress at a glance using
Split View
» Simple sharing via public links
» Documentation organization
with tagging

And they’re leveraging that functionality to not only showcase quality on all Bulley &
Andrews jobsites, but also to reduce rework and create efficiencies. According to
Erdman:

“There was an instance when a super and a field engineer were
catching up on some drawings and noticed something ‘off.' What
they noticed would have meant demoing a wall to get an additional
five feet of clearance they hadn’t anticipated.
They went to StructionSite to review the photos and noticed there
was a concrete column there, preventing the wall from being
moved. It saved our team both time and money, and prevented us
from opening up a wall that never needed to be opened.”

Dana Erdman
Director of Technology and Innovation

From selling the job to project completion, StructionSite delivers the data needed to
ensure quality control and the proof behind that Bully & Andrews promise.
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